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INTRODUCTION
This report is intended to playa dual role. Firstly
it is a review of
Fortran
Standards
and of publications
and practices
relating to portability of programs
and as such it is hoped that it will be of interest
in its own right. Secondly it is intended to act as a discussion
document for Working Group 4 of ECSIR (~uropean
gonsortium
for e,oftware acces sand !_niormation transfe r in B-esearch and teaching),
whose remit is to investigate
programming
practices
and conventions
to ease the exchange of programs.
The two main sections on Fortran
Standards
and portability
each have
a short introduction
outlining the areas they cover. A projected
third
section,
on docurnentation
standards,
was abandoned when it was found
that only a small proportio-n of the r e levant lite rature was to hand; a
summary
of publications
remains.

...
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1. FORTRAN STANDARDS
1.1
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Summary

This section relates the current Fortran Standards to the circumstances
in which they were drawn up. It reviews publications about the Standards,
both interpretations
and comparisons with implementations,
and describes those areas which have given particular problems. It also dis.c us s es observance of the Standards by im pl.eme nto r s and by users.
Finally, the revised proposed Standard of 1976 is, outlined and discussed.
A distinction is drawn between those who design and implement Fortran
compilers and those who use Fortran as a programming language, the
groups being designated by the terms llcornpiler w r it e r s " and llprogramrne r s " respectively.
These terms are used for convenience only and no pejorative
are intended.
1.2 Current

Fortran

implications

Standards

A number of standards for Fortran exist; they follow an almost identical
pattern and differ mainly in the level of language facilities incorporated.
The most important one, and the one which is usually meant in the absence
of any further designation, is the American National Standard for Fortran
(ANSI, 1966a) as qualified by two sets of clarifications (USASI X3, 1969
and ANSI X3J3, 1971). A standard with fewer facilities, known as Basic
Fortran, was drawn up concurrently by the same c orn rni.ttee and was approved at the same time (ANSI, 1966b). Meanwhile the Fortran committee of the Eu r-opean Com.puter Manufacturers" Association, working in collaboration with the then Ame rican Standards As s oc ia.ti.ori, devis ed a standard midway in facilities between the two American ones (EC MA, 1965).
Essentially thes e three standards, with insignificant word changes, were
adopted in 1972 by the Inte i-na ti ona l Organization for Standardization as an
ISO Re corn rncnda.t.ionfor Fortran (ISO, 1972) with three levels numbered
simply 1, 2 and 3 corresponding respectively to ANSI Fortran,
ECMA
Fortran and ANSI Basic Fortran.
A note on the changes of name of the
American Standards body, from ASA to USASI to ANSI, and further references are given by Muxworthy (1972a).
At the time of publication of the standards the compiler writers for several
computers, pa rticula rly European ones, appeared to have diffi cul ty in fulfilling their r equi r ernent s and a number of compilers for second generation
machines were issued which were markedly substandard. However, advances in hardware and software techniques have all but made the lower two
levels of standard redundant. In practice the ISO work was a mere formality
and the American Standards have been de£acto interna.tional ones since 1966,
or even since two years earlier when a draft was published in CACM (ASA,
1964).

, ..
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Under the rules of ANSI a standard, once approved, laps es afte r five
years, unless it is reaffirmed Or unles s notice is given that work is
in progress to revise it. The Fortran standard was thus due to lapse
in 1971 and work began in 1970 to prepare a revision with the expectation that it would take about two years. The draft proposed (revised)
Standard for Fortran appeared for public review only in March 1976 ,
(ANSI Subcommittee X3 J3, 1976) and as yet has not been approved as
a standard. This document is considered in more detail below (section

1. 8).
1.3 Pre -Standard Fortran
It is us eful to cons ide r briefly the background against which the first
standards were drafted. A preliminary specification for Fortran was
issued by IBM in 1954, a manual appeared in 1956 and the first software
was released for the IBM 704 in 1957. This was succeeded in 1958 by
Fortran II which incorporated the subroutine concept together with the
common block. By 1961 IBM had 8 different compilers on various systems and already differences in dialects had become such a problem that
IBM 'is sued a manual contrasting the facilities available in the 8 com pile r s ,
The first Fortran system on a non-IBM machine had appeared in 1960;
this was ALTAC on the Philco 2000 which was an extended Fortran II.
The £irst system called Fortran on a non.-IBM rna chine was Fortran I on
the Univac SS 80 in 1961 and by 1963 all major manufacturers had either
implemented or announced Fortran for their computers. The following
year Oswald (1964) was able to state, in his overview of 16 Fortran systems' that 43 compilers existed in all.
Also during the early nineteen-sixties
the SHARE organization and IBM
designed a revised Fortran, known as Fortran IV, which had significantly more facilities than Fortran II and was similar in concept but which
VIas not fully compatible with the earlier language;Fortran III existed
within IBM but was never released. Fortran IV software first appeared
on the IBM 7030 during the summer of 1962 and was followed within the'
year by systems for the IBM 7090/94 and the Univac 1107.
The ASA Fortran committee met for the first time in May 1.962with the
chief objective of producing a standard which would facilitate the machineto-machine transfer of 'programs; the standard was to be a reference document both for programme r s and implementors (Heis in g, 1964). The
bulk of their work was completed inside 18 months and, being concerned
with language growth, they standardized on Fortran IV rather than Fortran II. Basic Fortran was designed to be comparable in power with
Fortran II but to be a subs et of full Fortran. Although it is often des c ribed
as a proper subset of Fortran, it is not the case that a program written
in Basic Fortran will necessarily produce the same results when run on a
full Fortran processor; this is because of differences in the lists of supplied functions. Experience with the Standards in practice is discussed

...
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below (section 1. 7).
More detailed histories of language developments during these years
are given by Bemer (1969) and Sammett (1969). Bemer in tracing the
relative positions of Algol and Fortran in the USA and in Europe is especially inte resting. In 1960 for example it was thought in the US that
Fortran would shortly be eclipsed by Algol; in 1961 Bemer himself, then
with IBM, was quoted as saying that Fortran had served its purpose and
was to be deleted by IBM; as late as 1965 it was pos sible for the head of
a well-known European software house to state that as there was no vested
interest in Fortran in Europe, the superiority and availability of Algol
would ensure that Europe would favour that language. Sanders and Fitzpatrick (1963), in an analysis which is still valid, show why they were
wrong. Both Berner and Samm.ett give a multitude of references.
1•4 Scope of the Standa rds
The Standards specify the syntax and semantics for a set of statements
and the form of input and output data. They do not attempt to be exhaustive and they explicitly avoid defining the mechanism by which programs
are transformed for use on a data processing system, the method of transc ription of programs and input and output data, the results when the rules
for interpretation fail, the maximum size Or complexity of a program and
the range and precision of numerical quantities. Further, they describe
themselves as permissive; that is that "prohibited" implies "undefined",
that it is open to any Fortran pro ces s or to define that which the standard
leaves undefined and for any Fortran proces~or to be described as standard-conforming pr ovided it will process the standard language as a subset.
The standard Iangua'ge is thus both a lower"limit for a compiler' writer and
an upper limit for a program writer.
1. 5 Inte rpretations

of the Standard

It was a common co~plaint that the Algol Revised Report was incomprehensible to the average programmer and Rabinowitz (1962) was prompted
to reply with Fortran II in Backus Normal Form. The Fortran Standards,
although written in English with little symbolism, are also cryptic documents and may not easily be referenced by the uninitiated. Although some
compilers and a few manufacturers" manuals (the IBM rnanual is excellent
in this respect) indicate which facilities do Or do not syntactically conform
to the Standard, in general it is not easy for the average pro gr arn mc r to
determine exactly what the provisions of the Standard are. The (British)
National Computing Centre (1972a) therefore produced a manual which was
intended to fulfil this function. Despite a number of flaws (see reviews), it
has proved useful. Larmouth (1973) has given a less comprehensive but
more sympathetic interpretation of the Standard.

-..."...,...._.~-~_..,.
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A number of Fortran "standards" based on the wording and paragraph
numbering of the American standards have appeared, usually for private use within commercial companies. Typically they describe the
common subset of Fortran dialects in use on computers owned by the
companies and are a superset of the Standard proper. A similar document by Friedrich (1975) for the DVM (Datenverarbeitung in del' Medizin) Project in Germany serves the dual purpose of providing a German language version of the American standard and defining a recommendation for use within the Project.

1.6 Comparisons of Implementations and Standards
'-I

I

I-
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1-,
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II

I
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It was noted in section 1.3 that by 1961 IBM saw a need to publish a
tabular overview of the facilities offered by their 8 compilers. More
wide ranging comparisons were made by Oswald (1964; 16 compile rs),
McCracken (1965; 27 compilers and the draft Standards) and Wright
(1966; 5 compilers). As experience with the Standard and with compilers
grew and more subtle differences became apparent, these rather simplistic comparisons were joined by papers which gave more detail than an
indication of the presence or absence of a facility. Schofield (1968) published a comparison of 12 compilers with the Standard in tabular form
and the following year Stuart (1969) included as an appendix in a text
book a massive table covering over 70 compile r s , Berkowitz (197.0)compared six compilers with the Standard in a reference list format and Muxworthy and Shearing (1970) also described six compilers in a form designed
to be readable. Similar work is still in progress at Euratom, Is pr a
(G. Prinzivalli) and at CSATA, Bari (0. Mur r o, for minicomputers).
It is an indication of the diversification of Fortran dialects that amongst
the 6 systems considered by Muxworthy and Shearing (CDC 6000, Honeywell 200, IBM 360, ICL 1900, :!:CLSystem 4, Univac 1108), the only Fortran statement found to be implemented without any extensions or contractions whatever vis -a-vis the Standard was the unconditional GO TO.
Not even the CONTINUE statement qualified for this des cription. All the
systems were non-standard, some more seriously than others, in the
sense that it was possible to write a simple standard-conforming program
which would not be processed in the prescribed manner on that system.
In general. new features had been implemented in a similar manner although
a single function s orn.et.irn
es had been achieved with statements of quite
different syntax. A potentially much rnore troublesome matter for the
transfer of programs was that extensions had been made in which a particular syntax had a different meaning on different systems (e.g. ENTRY,
alternate RETURN).
Schofield"'s paper also showed that apparently trivial extensions, introduced without care, can bring ambiguities into Fortran. For example in
one of the systems he cons ide r s , the statement

1"-
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10 FORMAT(X9H) = FMT(X9H)

~

I

could be a FORMAT stateme~t, a statement function defin it ion, or an
assignment statement. Despite the ad-hoc nature of the Fortran Standard,
ambiguity has been succes sfully avoided.
1.7 Discussion
1.7. 1 ~~Ic:~i~.?_
~~!~~
_S_c_~I?e_
The publication of the Standard did much to remove some of the differences between the systems of the mid-sixties; in 1964-66 there was considerable activity in upgrading existing systems (d. McCracken, 1965) and
many programmers were no doubt surprised that their supplier had gone
to the trouble of implementing, say the G format code and is suing manual
update pages when they had managed quite well without the feature and
could see no neces sity for it. But the Standard did give a firme r base, as
was intended, for writing machine independent Fortran programs.

r

I

The Standard has frequently been criticized for its permissiveness
but it
is difficult to see what other course the committee could have taken. This
was the first time that a language had been standardized and the committee were working at a time when a number of differing systems were already e-stablished and a larger number were still being developed. This
contrasts with the case of Algol where although some systems existed, on
the whole the design was published before the compilers were released
and there was no entrenched body of users to satisfy; even so Algol programs have proved to be no more transportable than Fortran ones, and
for similar reasons (cf. Brown et al., 1971). The Fortran Standard ....
s permissiveness" has deliberately allowed implementors to add completely new
statements, to extend existing ones and to provide interpretations
for situations which are !!undefined!! or !!prohibited!! according to the Standard. In
general the programmer is given little indication by the compiler software
or documentation as to whether his program is standard-conforming
and
the onus is usually on the programmer to ensure that it is. Most compilers
are concerned only to process their dialect of Fortran and often they make
few checks, if any, at execution time on whethe r the rules of the Standard
or even those of the dialect are being observed. For example it is the exception rather than the rule to be able to check if array bounds are exceeded or if variables to which no values have been assigned are being used
for computation.
While it is relatively easy to check the syntax of a program for standardconformity at compilation time, it may however be impractical to check
a program throughout its execution. The kind of checks mentioned above
increase program sizes and running times dramatically and more subtle
violations, such as the use of functions with side-effects,
require the kind
of scrutiny that incurs unacceptably high ove rheads in production systems.

...
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The separable compilation of subroutines is One of Fortran"'s great
strengths but it makes for .difficulties in checking for consistency between subroutines. It would appear to be impractical to ensure mechanically that a given program, whatever data are supplied, will always
conform to the standard. Even such a basic statement as A :::B + C is
non-standard if it causes overflow and even A :::B can overflow if B is
unnormalized and normalizing it causes ove rflow.
The standards committee excluded the range and precision of numerical
quantities from the scope of the standard and implementors have naturally used the values which are most suitable for their hardware. No
language has yet solved the problems of defining numerical range and precision satisfactorily and the problems of the various types of floating-point
arithmetic available have hardly been discussed in the context of highllevel programming languages. Again, the onus is on the programmer to
ensure that the system on which an algorithm is processed is adequate for
its needs. In practice surprisingly little use is rna.de of environmental
constants (Naur, 1967) or of self-checking programming techniques.
Nevertheless Fortran is put to many uses other than numerical computation and in a considerable proportion of Fortran routines this is not a problem. Possibly a greater hindrance to the transferability of programs between systems is the variation in the number of alphanumeric characters
stored in a storage unit and the different v.•
·ays in which characters are
handled in Fortran. This applies particularly to more modern programs
with user-oriented control statements. Given the lack of character-string
handling in the Standard, programmers have developed different conventions for coping with
characters and two es s entially machine -dependent
.
.
attributes, the number of characters per word and the internal value of
the characters,are
often assumed and their use may be deeply' embedded
in the coding.
,

. A further omission from the scope was the rules for interpretation when
a condition was vi o la ted , In some circumstances,
such as- the index of a
computed GO TO being out of range, it could be argued that a program
should be terminated but such a rule would clearly be inappropriate to
the evaluation of a mixed-mode expression which a compiler supported
but which was invalid according to the Standard. Again, the Standards
Committee took the most sensible, and most general course, but it is one
which has not satisfied everyone.

I

1-

Finally, the orni s sion of size limits for a program is inevitable and Is
common to most languages because so many factors relating to the processor and the operating environment are involved. Since it is not good
practice to write massive subprograms few difficulties occur at compilation time but there are inevitably some problems at execution time with
systems with small storage areas or with poor overlay systems.

1
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1.7.2
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Folk-lore

At a time when the IBM 7090 implementation was dominant, a number
of conventions which were outside the Standard and were rarely documented, came to be implemented and assumed by programmers,
both on IBM
and on other systems. These included such things as the retention of local
values in subroutines on execution of a RETURN sta te ment, the use of 1
for the right-most dimension of an array passed as an argument to a subroutine, the ability to distinguish a blank and a punched, ze r o data input
. field by using the SIGNfunction and the copying and comparison of characters in arithmatic and logical variables. Many of these are still assumed
by most programs and programmers and Bock (1975) makes the excellent
point that compiler writers who observe the letter of the Standard, but
who are unaware of common practice may produce cornpi.le r s of no use
whatever for portability purposes.
1.7.3

Observance of the Standard

As discussed in section 1.6, observance of the Standard nowadays by compiler writers is on the whole good. The author is not aware of any compiler which complies fully with the Standard but usually the differences
are so small it is difficult to understand why they should exist. The compilers which cause problems are not those which deliberately ignore the Standard, if. indeed there are any such, but those which adhere to the written,
but not to the unwritten rules of Fortran.
Observance of the Standard by programmers is unusual for the reasons
given above. There is even an unfortunate tendency for programrners to
think that because they are using a compiler which is stated to be standard-conforming that they are r.eces sa r ily writing in standard code.
It may be argued that it is good discipline to keep to standards but it is
only necessary when a program is required to be run on more than one
processor and even then, if the prograulmer knows which processors are
involved he may be able to use the common subset of statements which
are available on most large systems. These include such things as mixed
mode expressions, ENTRY,. IMPLICIT and direct-access input and output.
A surnrna ry of common extensions is given by Muxworthy (1970). Most of
these extensions are to be found in the draft proposed Standard of 1976
which implies that they were considered to have met the needs of users
and to be in the Fortran style.
1.8 The Draft Proposed Standard for Fortran

(1976)

In revising the Fortran Standard the Fortran Committee of ANSI, X3J3,
have used the following criteria in deciding on changes:
- interchangeability of programs between processors,
- compatibility with existing practice and with existing standards,
- consistency and simplicity for users,

-

.

-
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- efficiency
- allowance
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of operation,
for future growth._

They have again produced two lan_gu.~gqleve ls , a..f.~~~~
a nd C:\:. subset Ieve l ,
The latter was originally intended t.~ b.~ cornpana hle i.I!. P9\Y~~ to. the ISO
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ve!=¥h i gh C:0~~p9::EI?i.Hty
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the 1966 Standard in the sense that ~ pr()gra~ v:-l:~~l:c:<.?r:~8~~§
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Standard should conform to the I1~w 9~@r -ha§ ~!8n.~
¥~9:~§ ~!3th@ committee"'s work and means that the essentials of Fortran are retained,'- In
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The most notable incompatibility with 1966 Sta nda r.d i$ the orn i s st9!'}©f
type Hollerith (characters
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seems likely that processors
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The draft incorporates
many of ~h~ cornrnoril.y .~_l~!.?~.l?-~~.~
~.~t~nsigg.§ s uc h
as 7 -dimensional: arrays,
rnixe d= rnode expr e s s.ioris g~p~.r~J~~~d~'lf!;>§<;;r ipts ,
direct-access
file-handling,
f r eevforrna.t ·inp~:t_-.outpu~,
.<:tl..t~.:r_n~te
F~t'l4¥fiS,
ENTRY and IMPLICIT, but not necessarjly
with ~x..i$ting s y nta.x, It 9-!§O
includes some well-established
ext e.n.sio ns whi.ch a_re not ?:n .~1?-~
maj,§lrity
of systems, s uch.a s the PARAM_ET~_Rst?-te~.;~~lt~~,-d_~J:l~ "~.~.:r9.,.t¥ipDOloop", and some exte ns i.oris which a_r_enotin_g_~ne_~?-_l_ly
a.vai.Ia.ble sy s te m s ,
such as the SAVE statement,
giv~n_g
-A~ lI;OW!l
~v-f-_~~.?-?tF~'
~~~d1':9\:V_:r:t ,~,9fflm{m
block" facility and several new ~n-p~t-;-9~tp.llt~~_d.::f_p:~:.~t
:~~,-c:.~l~iH~.§,
'fh§ principal single extension is type C~A~~.9_T-~R wl:~c:?',;s_,o
.~_r .{l]> iEl 10~i§9-Uy
possible, has all the att r ibute s pf_il.?"~~~~r~?_<ia.:!;_av~Y'p::e
.. J:hF .:.sY_IlJ:§._:l:Cj§ new
and has been designed by the st~nci!'\~.4s=c'0n:1.nl.~~~~~,_'.~~s-;e_fl
:9:Il'~h_~t
9f §~i8ting implementations.
Cha ra ct er s a roe.s to.red in "_c?-.aract;;e_r
.sto ra ge '®.it~"
and arithmetic and logical e nt it ie s In I~~~o.rag_e
~~~sJl 'Cl:~l~' .to ~~lJ.:lP~·0-Y,~
machine independence, great c.a:r_eha s .b8:en ta ke,n to kee.pthe s e s epa re.te ,
For example common blocks may _c:.o._~~_~~!l
:Ch~l~~<:!e_.rv?-_x.~?-.:.~l~..s
or arHbmetic and logical variables but not both, cha ra cte.r s .!??-y be _eq-qivale_ns:~d.
only
to characters
and so on. Unfo r tunat eIy .fh i s s epa.xarion ~~P ~b_ro.k~!f
Q.9Wl'). in
one place in that the length of an unfo ernat ted :?~J;:,~~t_
-ca_c=s~s.:;s
_~~l~:r~<;:91'dis
measured in non •.character storage units and charactcrs
may be written
to such a record. In this case it may be ne ce s sary .f or thc program_mer to
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know how many character
ter storage unit.

storage units correspond

to one non-charac-

In general the language has been made more regular. Where before a
variable was required an expres s i on is now allowed and where an arithmetic entity of a particular type was required, an integer, real or double
precision is allowed. The only major available extensions which are not
in the propo sa.Pa r e varying length data types (INTEGER±2 etc.), NAMELIST and DOUBLE FREC ISION COMPLEX.
A fuller summary of the draft Standard is given by Muxworthy (1976) and
a more comprehensive one by Meissner (1976a).
1. 9 Discussion of the Draft Standard
1.9.1

Development Phase

It was as surned at first, that is in 1970, that -the revision of the standard
would simply formalize Some of then existing extensions. This cautious
approach is reflected in the recommendations of a Working Party of the
British Computing Society Fortran Specialist Group (197la) to the American Standard Fortran Committee. When it was found that X3J3 had already
approved in principle uncommon extensions like type CHARACTER and
multiple assignment statements and was considering such unlikely proposals as dynamic storage allocation and a negative logical unit numbe r implying backwards input-output, the reaction was one of pleasant surprise
and the subsequent BCS report (1971b) was much more libe ral. The latter
two proposals were of course rejected and multiple assignment statements
were subsequently removed. During the course of the revision a number
of proposals were accepted which were later rejected, one of the rnos t
notable being array cross -sections and array arithmetic.
Substantial
changes, in some cases on several occasions, were rnade to the syntax
of other new statements, especially the CHARACTER statements.
Throughout the development phase close contact was maintained between
X3J3 and the Fortran Committee of ECMA and the BCS Fortran Group.
Apart from the Boston Fortran Group there does not appear to have been
a similar interest group in North Arnerica, despite attempts to gene rate
discussion like those of Thorlin (1972) and Engel (1974), until the formation in 1975 of the Ad-Hoc Committee on Fortran Development which later
came under the aegis of ACM-SIGPLAN. This committee"'s bimonthly newsletter FOR~'W,;()RD
has carried a continuing discussion of X3J3 developments as has that of the BCS Group throughout the six years.
1.9.2

Content

The scope of attributes defined by the draft Standard is unchanged from
that of the 1966 Standard. Neve rthe1es s the proposals should have a bene-
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ficial effect on the transferability of programs firstly because the
increase of regularity, the general easing of restrictions and the various
new facilities will make programs easier to write and should eliminate
some of the present diffe rences between implementations, arid secondly
because one of the main obstacles to transferability,
the difference in the
numbers of characters per word, may be made irrelevant in the rnaj ority .
of programs by the use of type CHARACTER.
Some transferability problems may remain with type CHARACTER because no minimum upper limit on the length of strings has been defined,
leaving it possible for implementors to allow only single character strings,
but it is more likely that problems could arise because no complete collating sequence has been defined. The characters A to Z are defined to be in
ascending order as are 0 to 9, and blank is less than A and less than 0 but
no other relationships are specified. ASCII code is recommended but is
not mandatory so that 'A'. LT. 'I' may be true as in EBCDIC or false as
in ISO/ASCII and still be standard-conforming.
Good programming techniques should be able to resolve portability problems in this area.
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The committee did not accept proposals to include environmental enquiry
functions in the language which would have facilitated the writing and interchange of numerical programs. It is of course possible for programmers to define such variables as are necessary in DATA statements but
their provision as intrinsic functions would make authors more aware of
them and inc rease their usage.
The committee also resisted proposed changes to the form of a Fortran
source statement, considering it the function of a preprocessor,
not a
compiler, to accept free -format source. They took a similar attitude towards macros and accepted only the PARAMETER statement which is
equivalent to EQU in most Assemblers and hence supplies a small but
useful macro facility. The provision of the .IMPLICIT statement and of
generic functions removes the need for one of the uses to which macroprocessors are put.
The major possible change which the committee resisted was the introduction of structured coding. It see_ms likely that it was. rejected because
of fears that it would necessarily involve the dynamic allocation of data
storage but during the time the committee has been working it has been
overtaken by a flood of over 60 structured Fortran preprocessors
(see
section 2.6.2.3 and Appendix A) which have demonstrated not only that
structured code and static storage may of course coexist but that structured Fortran is accepted by and appears to be beneficial for Fortran
programmers.
It is possible that the selection mechanism may yet appear in the next Standard due to a late change of opinion by the committee.
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On the positive side, the addition of only two characte rs to the Fortran
characte r set, apostrophe and colon, should aid portability and keep
Fortran clear of some of the problems which have beset other languages.
The greater than and less than characters were in the working' proposals
at one stage but not in the final document. Such trivial extensions as the
ability to put comment lines immediately before 'continuation lines, the
ability to specify an array name alone in DATA and EQUIVALENCE statements and the ability to have constants in output lists, all make for code
which is more easily written and read.
The introduction of the zero-trip DO-loop, that is. when the number of
iterations of a loop as defined by the parameters in the DO-statement is
less than one the body of the loop is not executed at all, may cause some
problems at first, especially for those who incorrectly assume that the \
body of a DO-llop is always executed at least once, but this facility together with the fact that the DO-parameters may be expressions of type
integer, real Or double precision taking any value (positive, negative or
zero) should make unnecessary the dummy assignment and IF statements
which often clutter the entry to a loop. Similarly the introduction of nonunity lower bounds for arrays should eliminate the need for some of the
artificial devices now used.
Another area which could cause minor problems at first is the reclassification of the basic exte rnal functions as intrinsic functions, the addition of new intrinsic functions and the r epl.acernent of the EXTERNAL by
the INTRINSIC statement for these functions.
The SAVE statement is to be welcomed as it allows the old problem of the
retention of local values in subprograms to be resolved by statements
within the Fortran language. It also allows an overlay structure to be defined implicitly from within Fortran and although ove rlay might be thought
by some to be obsolescent, it will be required for some years yet.
It is the area of input-output which has been developed the most. There
are free -format (stream) and direct-acces s files and a new concept,
character' files. A character file is simply a character variable or array
within a program which may be read Or written under format control, thus
giving character-internal
representation conversion and vice versa. The
possible forms in the format position of an input-output statement are
extended to include a character expression, including a constant,and an
integer variable to which a format label has been assigned. There are
additions to the format codes themselves and OPEN and CLOSE statements
for files are introduced. These statements have an optional reference to
a file-name and are therefore potentially system-dependent; attention is
drawn to this in the draft. Much criticism has been made of the INQUIRE
statement which returns information on various attributes of a file and
which uses a syntax which goes against Fortran, and most other language,
conventions. A detailed criticism of INQUIRE is included in the review of
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the draft Standard by Day et a l , (1976).
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The X3J3 committee have shown concern for compatibility by listing
all known conflicts with the 1966 standard (section 19. 1 of the draft
Standard) and for portability by listing standard items which could inhibit portability (s ection 19.2). The latter conce rns non-Fortran procedures, characte r collating sequence, non-standard characte r s , file
names and input-output unit numbers and capabilities. The committee
also suggest that producers of processors should provide s orne means
of identifying the nonstandard syntax supported by their processors.
In summary, the X3J3 committee have shown the right priorities (compatibility, portability. acceptability, efficiency) throughout their work;
some of their proposals are arguable and one or two are almost univetsally disliked, but the vast majority are to be welcomed. It is to be
hoped that suppliers implement them in the same spirit •
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2. PORTABILITY
2.1 Summary
This section is conce rned with the portability of applications software
in the scientific and technical areas. After discussing some aspects of
Fortran, including the use of Fortran for portable programs, there is
an overview of publications on portability and of software tools directly
and indirectly used to aid portability.
After a brief consideration of multi-machine programming, there is a
discussion and a conclusion.
2.2 Scope of Portable

..

Software

The term "portable s oItwa r e" takes quite different meanings in different
contexts. For example in "Mac r opro ce s s or s and techniques for portable
software" (Br own, 1974a) the author is conce rned mainly with the transferability between computer systems of assemblers,
or assembly language processors; in "H'ints on distributing portable software!' (Waite,
1975) the main conce rn is the mechanics (me cia, character sets, etc , ]
of moving software between computers without paying attention to the
content of the programs themselves. Here the term is taken to mean programs, typically application programs, written in a higher-level language,
which may without change be processed by different computer systems.
The main discussion involves the design and production of such software
although some mention is made of the transfe::.-ability problems in the sense
of Waite. Although the concepts are valid for most fields of application
and for most computer languages, the discussion concentrates on the socalled scientific and technical fields.
2.3 The Trend towards Fortran
Rosen (1961) mentions that the ability of the Philco 2000 ALTAC compiler
to process IBM 704 Fortran II program.3 provided a compiler,. for the
first time, with the power to assume the major burden of transition from
one computer to another. At about the same time COBOL programs bega-nto be run, with only minor changes, on tw o or more systems. As mentione-d in section 1.3, the main concern of the American Standards Committee for Fortran, meeting for the first time in 1962, was to promote a
high degree of interchangeability of Fortran programs for use on a variety of systems. Thus the concept of Fortran as a language for writing portable softwa r e was established in the early 196-0"s ,
The need to move large numbers of Fortran II programs to Fortran IV
systems led to the development of a number of source-to-source
translation programs, the best known of which was SIFT - the SHARE lnte rnal
Fortran Translator (Allen et al., 1963). This was itself written largely
in Fortran and demonstrated not only the viability of such trans Ia.tor s , but
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the viability of writing them in Fortran. Another translator from this
period ALTRAN (Olsen, 1965) converted programs from ALTAC (an extended Fortran II) to IBM Fortran II.
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On the third generation of computers Fortran has become established as
the principal language us ed for scientific and technical computing and vir-'
tually the only such language used for writing programs intended to be run
on rnor e than one computer. Its only serious rival has been Algol 60 which,
notwithstanding its power and elegance and its machine independent design, .
has in practice suffered from the same hindrances to portability as Fortran
and in addition has had its notorious problems with character sets and input-output conventions.
The only other potential rival, PL/I, despite its original informal name
\
Fortran VI and des pite its vigorous promotion by IBM in the late 1960"s
and early 1970"s, has failed to supplant both Fortran and Cobol on IBM
systems, as it was intended to do, and, in contrast to Fortran, it has been
taken up only slowly by other manufacturers.
Thus Fortran, which was not intended to be"a machine -independent language,
has attained a position which its designers could hardly have imagined rnor e
than 20 years ago. It is not the intention here to discuss in more detail why
this situation has arisen or whether a more widely accepted position could
have been reached. Bock (1975) states the pragmatist"'s view, Bemer (1969)
records the decline and fall of Algol 60 in the U. S., Hoare (1973) discusses
some aspects of the main three (or four) languages and Ralston (1973) and
McCracken (1973a) discuss trends in the teaching of languages.'
The literature of portable software almost invariably assumes
is the language being used and this also is assumed below.
2.4 Programming

I ._.

Practice

in Fortran

Although a number of studies have been made of the speed and facility with
which programmers design, write and test out programs under certain experimental conditions, e. g. on-line/ off-line, structured/unstructured
etc. ,
the chief conclusions of which appear to be that programmers are different from each other (d. Sackma.n et a1., 1968), surprisingly little had been
published about statement usage in real Fortran programs until the classic
paper of Knuth (1971), (Wichmann (1973) did similar work on Algol at about
the same time). Moulton and Muller (1967) had included some Fortran
statement statistics as a minor feature of their paper on a diagnostic compiler but it would appear fe r instance that much of the work on optimizing
object code from compilers had gone on without any knowledge of the constructions programmers actually used and hence without sufficient information to decide whether a particular optimization was economically justifiable.
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Knuth and his team of helpers made static and dynamic analyses of a
large numbe r of Fortran programs gathered from various SOurces at
Stanford and from the Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation; they
also made a detailed study of seventeen of the programs. One of the most
striking facts to emerge was that almost 5010 (statically) of stat ernent s
were assignment statements and of these no fewer than 6810 were simple
replacements,
with no arithmetic ope rators, and a further 1810 contained
only a + or - sign. The paper makes a strong case for the use of statement frequency counts as a tool for irnproving the performance of programs and, even rnor e basically, as a tool to allow the programmer to
understand more fully what he has written. Knuth ....
s paper had a number
of indirect effects too: it gave impetus to the analysis of Fortran programs
and hence to inte rest in pro gramming aids and it turned attention to the \
practical needs of users of higher-level languages. All these have implications for portability; the better understood a program, the more likely it
is to be transferable.
Robinson and Torsun (1976) repeated Knuth ....
s -s ta ti c analysis for a smaller
sample of programs and obtained broadly similar res ults and Kuls rud (1974)
compiled s orne statistics on the various classes of problem for which compilers were used. Another observational study of programs which was carried out at NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group, Oxford) is discussed below
(section 2.7.3).
2. 5 Lite rature of Portability
2.5.1

General Papers

--------------

The literature of portability in the sense assumed here is small and recent
but is growing. Past neglect and current interest are due to the rising cost
of software relative to the cost of hardware. In 1967 Naur reviewed some
of the problems but he was concerned with such things as data formats,
data capacity and types of backing storage, items of lesser interest today.
Naur also made a case for environmental enquiry functions (cf. section
2.6.3.2).
Of the general review papers Muxworthy (1972b) identifies some of the main
problems and Bock (1975) makes a case for Fortran, warns that portability
usually implies inefficiency and tilts very effectively at several windmills.
Not having had the opportunity to see the work of Brown (1969) or Fries
(1975), by far the most comprehensive document the author has read is
that by Dahlstrand (1976) which is itself only an interim report.
Dahlstrand has been carrying out a preliminary investigation on the possibilities of running programs in an unchanged state on mutnally different
systems. Should the feasibility study prove positive, it is intended to undertake a larger project to design and implement a complete portable language system. The SOurces of imcompatibility, some of which are outside
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the immediate

s cope of this

report,

are

(a) differences

in memory

structure

(b) diffe rences
presentation

in the form
in Algol),

of input-output

(c) differences

in wordlength,

(d) diffe rences

in the implementation

(e) differences

in operating

identified

as:

and capacity

(disks,

(characte

of languages

systems

drums,

r sets,

symbol

etc.),re-

(dialects),

and command

languages.

These differences
are said to have caused the following problems,
some
of which we re inevitable but many of which have been b r ought on needles sly:

\__.I

,

(a) the unnecessary
stallations,

writing

which a l r ea dy exist

of programs

at oth e r in-

I

(b) the work of transferring
machine,

programs

(c) difficulties
tions,

out the load in a c onc e rrr with several

(d) serious

--

with evening

hindrances

to network

when an installation

development

changes

its

Installa-

•.

These incompatibilities
are estimated
to cost, In Sweden, a minimum of
3 -4 million Kronor pe r year.
The difficulties
of incompatibility
may be ove rrc orn.e in two ways: to define
a truly independent
programming
language or to Hrrri.t orrea e If to those parts
of existing languages which are rn ac hi.ne i.ndepe nd.errt., The latter is rejected because it does not solve the basic problem. and. has a rriaj o r weakness:
in using what is common to all machines
ne ith.e r ha rdwa re rio r software is
us ed to full advantage.
e

Dahlstrand
thus proposes a logical solution.
He cites the ALMO project
in the Soviet Union which has produced Algol corrrpi.Ler's for the three different machines at Novosibirsk
University
which- ar-e said to appear to be
so similar
that the user does not need to know on- which machine a job will
be run. ALMO (Kamynin and Lyub irn s kiy , 1967;: Luc ho vt.ts ka.ya., 1974;
Yershov,
1971,describes
related work in. a m·b-r-e a.cc es s i.bLe reference)
uses the UNCOL (machine -independent
inte nrn.ed.ia.te Iarigua.ge ) concepts of
the late 1950 "s; ALMO has also produced. compiler's for' Fortran
and
ALPHA. Dahlstrand
proposes adding precision. sta.te rn ent.s, bit-handling
and characte r-handling
statements
to Fortran
and. bu.i.ld.in.gthese into a
complete subsystem
which will have its own corrtrria nd language and its
own Algol compiler,
also compiled to an UNCOL Basic and. APL would
be added later but Cobol and PL/I would require less attention because
they are already defined in a machine -independent
manne r , With such a
system installed
on major machines
in Sweden, it would be possible to
transfe r programs
with a minimum of effort.
Rathe r surprisingly
Dahle-
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strand

allows

that local

compilers

could still

be used for l oca I running.

The goal for full portability
is summarized
thus: a complete language
system,
i, e. a system containing both programming language and com-

mand language should be defined. Properties which are important for an
algorithm, e. g. precision, should be defined in the framewo rk of the
language. A program written solely within these language rules should,
on execution, either give the correct result within the latitude accepted
because of the defined precision etc , , or be cancelled because the program reaches some implementation limit. A program which breaks one
of the language system rules should be cancelled when an attempt is made
to us e it. The diagnostics ought in both cas es to be given if pos sible at
compilation time.
Dahlstrand would go so far as having error actions for this subsystem
identical across machines, implying that additional interrupts would be
needed in some cases. He says that if the stage is ever reached where a
program can be run Onabsolutely any machine, no one will suggest changing that situation. This might be true for users but it is not so certain
that manufacturers would agree.
2. 5.2 More Specialized Papers
It is interesting that Dahlstrand devotes considerable space to problems
of character sets. In English-speaking countries the attitude is often
that these cause little difficulty provided a one-to-one correspondence
exists. In some European languages however, extra letters (five in Swedish) are needed to he able to print pe r s onal names and add res ses cor- .
rectly and these have to be taken from the special characters often already used for specific purposes by the manufacturer. A fur th.er- complication arises when different manufacturers ignore standards and allocate
national characters to varying special characters.
Zeckendorf (1973) also
gives a comprehensive description of the problems involved.
i

Distribution of software i s described by Mongini-Tama.gnini and Gaggero
(1974) and Waite (1975) and the many recent papers which describe some
aspect of the maste r source or composite file concept include Krogh (1972)
and Ford et ale (1974); other master source references are in section
2.7.3.
Papers describing particular software tools are referenced in their proper place below but the one on PFORT (Ryder, 1974), a standard Fortran
syntax checker, caused such interest that it should be mentioned in an
overview. PFortran (Whitten and deMaine, 1975) - an unfortunate clash
of names - is an attempt at defining an extended, portable Fortran which
works by trans lation to ordinary Fortran and us es run-time utility functions. Papers advocating particular programming practices are also described at the appropriate section below.
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Traub (1971) in a relatively
early paper expounds the benefits of writing
in "intersect
F'o r t r an " but curiously, in the context of numerical soft-

ware, does not mention precision differences. Intermachine comparisons
for Algol 60 have tended to concentrate on implementation techniques and
benchwork speeds (v. Wichmann (1973) and the numerous references given
therein). Brown et a I, (1971) make some remarks on the portability of
Algol programs and van de Riet (1973) des c ribes a portable Algol compiler which appears to satisfy some of the demands of Dahlstrand at the expens e of run -time efficiency.
Portability is here considered to be an essentially practical problem and
those papers discussing it in terms of abstract machines, advocating translation at the assembler language level, and other chimera are omitted.
2. 5.3 A Caution

---

The 1966 Arnerican Fortran Standard ve ry carefully refrains from using
the word "c ornpi le r!' and always uses the word !!processor!!. This leaves
the way open for implementors to employ such hardware and software techniques, e. g. compiling, interpreting,
etc , , as they wish (section B 1 of
the Standard). The 1976 proposed Standard retains the same emphasis and
suggests that a processor could also be a human with paper and pencil
(section 20. 1 of the proposal). Fortran for interchange is defined only at
the level of the coding form; no mechanical representation of a program
is defined.
Similarly the 1966 Standard (section 4) puts little restriction on representation of arithmetic quantities. Integers must be exact representations,
real data are approximations to a real numbe r and double precision data
are approximations with a greater degree of approximation than r eals ,
These concepts are retained in the 1976 draft (section 4). At no point is
a binary digit mentioned. Yet many papers discussing Fortran assume
aspects of implementations with which their authors are familiar, for in-:
stance that positive integers are stored as a right-justified string of bits
representing digits in a binary number. This is not justified: ICL and
Telefunken machines have stored Fortran integers as floating point numbers and Fortran has been implemented on several machines with decimal arithmetic.
It. is helpful when considering some aspects of Fortran to remember that
a human with a calculator is a valid Fortran processor,
Just as it is helpful when considering transferring
programs to remember that incompatibilities between different compilers on the same computing system can
cause as much difficulty as differences between computers.
2.6 Approaches to Portability

I
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2.6. 1 Introduction

j

Since the simplest

of programming

language statements,

while standard-
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conforming syntactically, cannot be guaranteed to be standard-conforming on execution (d. section 1.7.1). it is impossible to state unequivocally that a particular program, per s e, is portable. Given a program,
its data, the environment in which they will run and the history of any
similar runs, it is possible to make a reasonable prediction as to whether
the run will be "successful" but the demands made by a program On its environment, the support provided by the environment and their inte raction
are so complex that it is not possible, or practicable, to document them
in such a way that a certain prediction can be made. Indeed at the present
state of knowledge of program validation and program proving few would
attempt to make certain predictions about the running of any given program with all possible data within a single environment. In the domain
of real machines and real programs therefore rigorous portability, that
is universal guaranteed portability, is unachievable.
Dahlstrand (section 2.5.1) sees the solution as the standardization of language pr oces sors and the standardization of environments. This is at best
a long term solution and is subject to the usual criticism of standardization, especially over such a large area - that it is the enemy of progress.
Most workers have taken the opposite course and have endeavoured to produce programs which will be processed in as similar manner as possible
on different systems. Effort has been concentrated on methods of ensuring
this, of investigating the nature of the programs and of documenting them
so that their external needs (processors,
run-time systems, numerical
precision, etc.) are known as fully as possible. In a perfect world much
of this would not be necessary, but in practice it is common for programs
to go undocurnente d, for programs to be maintained by others than their
authors, for programs written for one computer to be pressed into service
on another, and so on. In any case Knuth (1971) made clear that even as
. programmers were writing, they were ignorant of some most important
aspects of their programs such as the relative efficiency of various sequences.
The following three sub-sections discuss some of the ways advocated for
the individual programmer to improve portability, directly or indirectly,
(a) improved programming practice, (b) defining the environment of the
program, and (c) software tools. Documentation standards are so far as
possible separated from programming conventions and are covered in
section 3.1. The centralized viewpoint, that of the software distributor,
is dealt with in section 2. 7.

2.6.2.1

Introduction

Advocates of improved programming practice tend to concentrate on one
aspect of coding. One of the major divisions is between those discussing
programming in the present Fortran context and those proposing struc-
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tured programming techniques; the latter is considered in section
2.6.2.3.
Within the present context there are many different emphases;
most have some concern with transferability
but one of them argues that
legibility should be paramount and specifically recommends the use of
statements such as
DO 12

x-i , 2, G+9. 1, B/2.

0

if available.
2.6.2.2

The Present

Fortran

Context

Apart from their advocacy of legibility at the expense of portability and
their unusual but useful suggestion that the last digit of a label be a count
of the number of GO TO"'s referencing that label, McCracken and Weinberg (1972) give a list of suggestions on what is now generally accepted
to be good coding practice, e. g. liberal comment cards, few GO TO"'s,
DO-loops end on CONTINUE "s , indentation, liberal parentheses
especially in relational expressions,
meaningful names, variables not used
in different contexts, increasing order of labels and so on. This paper is
typical of most such sets of guidelines and many installations make similar recommendations to their programmers;
they have the advantage that
if followed they make for more easily read, and hence maintained, programs without placing any serious restrictions
on the author"'s style.
The same c oric e rn for legibility without restricting style is expres sed by
Banks, Percival and Wilson (1972a) in their set of documentation conventions called FORDOC1; thes e are not s imply documentation conventions
as they affect the form of the program. They are in effect a long checklist of what items should be commented and in what order and what manner and they lay down detailed conventions for orders of subprograms
within a program, orders of statements within a subprogram, indentation and spacing within a comment and within a statement, classes of variable name, statement numbering etc. .e tc, They were conceived in the
context of the need to communicate subroutine packages between physicists
and, as demonstrated by the authors (Banks et al., 1972b) they make for
a very readable program; a program consisting of 9010 comments should
be readable. The whole has been done with admirable thoroughness and it
is unfortunate that so much work has gone into something which flits around
the problems of machine -dependence without attempting to attack them.
More attention is paid to whether an equals sign should have spaces around
it than to whether the nume rical precision used by a routine should be dec1ared in a comment and variations in language dialects are covered in
two sentences. Most important, the conventions require more motivation
for their use than is possessed by most programmers.
The work of Banks et a.l, was stimulated by that of Roberts (1969). Roberts
a rgued for the establishment of an inte rnational lite rature of published
scientific programs so that information on programs could be published

II...
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as quickly and efficiently as that on other res earch projects. To this end
he suggested a few coding conventions and mentioned without giving detailed references that some aspects of program documentation could be
automated. The coding conventions include a numbe r of eminently sensible suggestions (use va r i a bl.e s for logical units and limits, segregate
input-output, do not use internal character values, provide a Fortran
equivalent of any non-Fortran routine, etc.) and only the suggestion for
variable naming conventions could be regarded as inhibiting. Thes e principles were built into OLYMPUS (Roberts, 1974; Christiansen and Roberts,
1974; Hughes, Roberts and Roberts, 1975; Hughes, Roberts and Lister,
1975) which is a partially automated system for writing, storing and running programs. This interesting system was developed for codes to solve
partial-diffe rential equations of a particular form but was found to have
wider applicability; it consists of a set of utilities and standard subprograms and even has a fixed skeleton of subroutines for a program. It is
claimed that once a programmer has learned all the rules, he can develop
programs rnor e quickly partly because he is relieved from the need to make
ad-hoc decisions and partly because the code is so formalized it is easier
to understand other peoples" programming. It remains to be seen to what
extent a typical Fortran program can be forced into a rigid subprogram
framework and to what extent programmers can accept the discipline involved.
Publication of programs can be a strong motivating force for adopting
particular conventions (cf. Hill et a l,.; 1975) and the rules laid down for
algorithms printed in journals can offe r good guidelines for coding. When
thes e are backed up by strong editing and refe reeing, as for example in
the case of Applied Statistics (Working Party OnStatistical Computing,
1975), the resulting algorithms achieve a high degree of portability.
The conventions above aim at transferability,
primarily through increased
legibility and documentation of the code. McCormick (1974) reviews and
evaluates the l it er atur, e on detailed coding suggestions for making programs
more portable. Some, of the published suggestions have been -fa r too restrictive (e. g. avoidance of DATA, labelled COMMON, LOGICAL) and
McCormick says so, but he advocates large machine common subset, socalled'lntersect
Fortran" programming rather than strict Standard-adherence. His paper contains a detailed, but not exhaustive, list of good coding
advice. He also makes the point that efficient coding techniques for nonvirtual systems may be inefficient on virtual systems and vice versa.
The sentiment is often expressed in the literature that the American, or
sometimes the ISO, Standard should be followed by programmers (and
occasionally that it should not be). This ignores the fact that the Standard
is a cryptic document which deliberately left certain sections open to different interpretation and other passages which were thought to be sufficiently
explicit were found not to be. It has been described as more a document for
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a lawyer than for a programmer.
As the experience with the Standard
and with implementations has grown, and following the 'publication of
two sets of clarifications not often referenced when the Standard is mentioned, the scope for theological debates on the interpretation of a particular text have been reduced but not yet eliminated. A manual intended
to show tlprogrammers how to write Standard Fortran programs and to
bridge the gap between the few who understand Standard Fortran and the
many who do not" was published but was flawed by typographic errors.
Even the second edition (Nee, 1972a) still contained some printing errors
and a few errors of fact and insufficient distinction was made between fact
and opinion. Programmers
following the advice in this manual would produce programs not far from Standard-conforming but they would gain little
insight into why they were writing as they were. For this they would have
to read Larmouth (1973). Larmouth"'s excellent paper discusses both programs conforming to the Standard and the use of non-standard features.
It is noticeable that both these major works of inte rpretation of the American Standard emanated from Europe and it is interesting, but profitless,
to speculate why this should be. As noted above, compiler manuals generally give little help to the programmer to decide whether a program is
standard-conforming;
they usually claim that the compiler is standardconforming and give in an appendix a list of extensions, and, less often,
restrictions.
At about the same t i m e as the Nee manual first appeared
IBM redesigned their Fortran language manual to indicate clearly exactly
which of their facilities are non-standard at the place they are described.
This is an excellent system and it is unfortunate both that it is not more
widely adopted and that the IBM software itself does not have a corresponding feature.
Lastly on dialects there exist a humber of in-house standards which recommend programming conventions within companies (e. g. Shell Standard
Fortran of 1971 -:-the content of which was confidential) or within othe r
installations (e. g.
, Friedrich, 1975).
Diffe rences in wor dlength have received relatively little attention in discussions of portability. The modification of programs which assume a particular number of Hollerith characters per word seems to be accepted as a
tedious but inevitable chore if efficiency is to be maintained. The question
of numerical precision commonly devolves, possibly after a serious analysis, onto a simple choice between single and double precision arithmetic.
Actively programming for a particular precision is mentioned in section
2.6.3.2; Schonfelder (1976) gives a review of the problems involved.
2.6.2.3
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Structured

Programming

in Fortran

Interest in structured programming in Fortran has grown tremendously
in the past two years. Although Algol 60 had structured programming facilities it was not until 1966 that Brrhrn and Jacopini proved that it was possible
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to expres s any required program with only three control-structures:
sequence, selection (IF-THEN-ELSE) and iteration (DO-WHILE or DOUNTIL), and that given these the GO TO was unnecessary.
Other mechanisms, especially SELECT-CASE, have since been shown to be desirable
to improve efficiency and ease of expression. In-1968 Dijks t ra in a letter
given the title "GO TO statement considered ha r rnful." caused considerable
debate and not a little puzzlement but on the whole programmers
did not
allow it to affect their codin g styles. Then stories began to leak out about
IBM"'s project for the New York Times in which they used both their chief
programmer team system - a formalized scheme of inter-programmer
communication for designing, writing and debugging programs (Baker,
1972; Baker and Mills, 1973) and structured programming, the whole being
known as IPT - Improved Programming Techniques -, which had been com= .
pleted ahead of schedule and which had achieved unheard-of programming
error rates; one error per 10 000 lines of code was mentioned. Flnally,
'Datamation gave special attention to structured programming with five
expository articles in its issue of December 1973 (McCracken, Donaldson,
Miller and Lindamood, Baker and Mills, and Clark, the last having a different emphasis from the others). Now that IBM had been seen to have embraced structured programming it became a topic for general discussion,
just as virtual operating systems had done 18 months earlier.
The journal
Computing Surveys followed up with a special issue on programming (December 1974) which was largely devoted to structured programming.
There were immediate demands that structured facilities be incorporated
in the revised American Standard for Fortran and from 1975 onward there
have been nurne r ous articles and letters discussing whether and how Fortran should be structured in the pages of Computer, Datamation, FORWORD, SIGPLAN Notices etc. (inter alia: Meissner 1975, 1976b; Horowitz,
1975; Reifel', 1976). So far the Standards Committee has r efuse d to accept
structured Fortran but many individuals have gone ahead and produced
structured Fortran preprocessors
which translate a program written in a
structured Fortran' (possibly an extended subset rather than an extended
Fortran) to a for m ip r oce s s able by their normal Fortran compiler. FORWORD (August 1975) listed 51 such preprocessors
and Appendix A to this
report lists thes e and a furthe l' 16; Horowitz (1975) contrasts the facilities
of six of them.
It appears that not a few of these preprocessors
were written as experirnents rather than as real working tools and little experience on their use
has been described. Fortunately two of the few European preprocessors,
SHELTRAN (Croes and Deckers, 1975; Croes, 1975) and STRUFORT
(Cardetta et al., 1975; Cardetta et al., 1976) have been used and reported.
SHELTRAN has taken a drastic attitude to GO TO-less programming: it
does not allow any form of GO TO, or any statement labels other than
those on format statements and it has also done away with the usual F'or=
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tran IF -statements,
the DO, the ASSIGNand the alte rnate RETURN.
The constructs IF -THEN -ELSE, SELEC T -CASE, WHILE -Lo op, loopUNTIL and FOR-loop replace them, and a COBOL-like PERFORMPROCEDURE has been added. Other Fortran statements ar'e' unchanged.
SHELTRAN has been in production use within, the Shell company since
1974 and has apparently met with great success. Writing in Fortran has
virtually been eliminated and programmer productivity has gone up by
5010. Although SHELTRAN Or similar preprocessors
do not of themselves
make for increased portability, their use does open up possibilities to in- ,
corporate standard-conformity
checking into the preprocessors
as an option.
Another possibility being explored in Shell ts case is to be able to vary the
processor output, from a fixed input, according to the target computer for
the Fortran.
To the user STRUFORT appears very similar to SHELTRAN, but the syntax is not identical. STRUFORT too has removed the need for using GO TO
statements but still allows them.
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Further aspects of preproces sors are discussed below (section 2.6.4.4.4).
Structured Fortran usage is established in a few areas and it remains to
be seen whether there will be any harmonization of syntaxes so that structured Fortran pro grams thems elves become portable. At pres ent the Fortran output from preprocessors
is often as opaque to human eyes as the
worst of direct Fortran pro gramming and its transfe r between installations
should be avoided ..
It would make an interesting study to investigate why Fortran programmers
apparently take readily to structured Fortran when they have resisted other
structured languages. Essential points must be that little new has to be
learned, that none of the facilities and advantages of Fortran are, lost and
that some facilities are gained. In particular the structuring pertains only
to the code, not to the data storage, so that programs with individual subprograms originally written in either structured or ordinary Fortran are
possible.
It is not the intention here to attempt to review the literature of structured
programming, which is very large, but attention should be drawn to the
following: Dahl, Dijkstra and Hoare (1972), Knuth (1974), Wirth (1974),
Rogers (1975) and Neely (1976). Knuth gives over a hundred references.
2.6. 3 Defining the Environment
-----------------------

2.6.3.
~

I
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1 Introduction

Rather than standardizing the environment of a program (section 2. 5. 1),
an alte rnative approach would be to define the environment to the program,
or to allow the program to request such information on the environment as
it needs. Another alternative would be to select those areas of Fortran
which are not consistent between machines and to provide parallel facilities
by for example supplying utility functions which are tailored to the compute

.
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but which present a standard interface to the program. This latter course
is often taken for handling non-standard input-output devices, such as
graph plotters, but only rarely for manipulative processing and the former
is not used as much as would be expected.
2.6. 3.2 Environmental Enquiries
Naur (1967) suggested using environmental constants as an aid to machineindependent programming. A rather limited number of environmental constants are recommended in the Algol 68 report (section 10.1 of van Wijngaarden et al., 1969); they include the values of maximum integer, maximum real, relative precision and allow for character-integer
conversions.
The Working Party on Fortran extensions (1971b) suggested also that the
number of characters per word, the decimal accuracy of real numbers,
and constants such as pi be provided by calls to a standard function.

A more comprehensive list is that by Ford (1976) which specifies several
more values for arithmetic limits than the Algol 68 set and attempts to
parameterize the representation of integer and real numbers and the type
of arithmetic used. Further it seeks to specify the page size for virtual
systems, the standard Fortran input-output units and other device attributes such as characters per line.
As mentioned above, such a set of values may easily be incorporated in a
program in a DATA statement, or in a more uniform way for several programs by putting them in a common block defined in a BLOCK DATA subprogram, but their provision as standard functions with a description in a
compiler manual would tend to increase awareness and usage.
2.6. 3. 3 Parallel

Facilities

Algorithms to perform basic arithmetic to arbitrary pr ec i s i on are well
described in the literature (d. Hill, 1968; Dekker, 1971) but guaranteeing precision to programs by using external functions simply in order to
make them portable, is usually considered to be inefficient and is not used
J.lthough it is proposed by Whitten and deMaine (1975).
A mOre obvious field for this technique is characte r string handling.
Allhough several string handling packages exist (e. g. Her tweck, 1970;
-lacleod, 1970) only a few (e. g. Reynolds, 1976) have been delibe rately
written for and successfully used on several different computers. In general it would appear that programmers are content to write within the con.ines of environments provided for their programs and not to be concerned
with other possible environments their programs might encounter; even the
n mes of such unive rsally provided functions as those to find the date and
t i mc are not fixed.

...
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1 Introduction

Tools which increase knowledge of a Fortran program are an aid to portability either directly or indirectly. This section describes software tools
in the following classes: syntax and other checkers, analyzers, preproces sor s , debugging aids, documentation aids, extensions to Fortran,
translators,
compiler testers. A checklist is shown in Appendix B. The
groups are used for convenience only and some programs could have been
allotted to one of several classes. Corresponding aids exist for other languages.
It should be noted that some of the individual programs mentioned ma'y be
limited to processing one dialect of Fortran; this of COurse does not affect
the principle involved.
2.6.4.2

Syntax and Other Checkers

Syntax checker in this context is taken to imply checking that the syntax of
a program conforms to a particular set of language statements. Baron,
Schiffman and Fenves (1974) give an overview of some software tools in
use at the University of Colorado and mention an ANSI Fortran syntax
checker without giving any details. They state that this "unit of software"
will flag non-ANSI code but that future versions would alter the input program to ANSI text. This is an extraordinary claim: if this could be done
without altering the semantics of a program, all difficulties with dialects
would vanish immediately.

-

A better known syntax checker, and the only other one found by the author,
is PFORT (Ryder, 1974) which checks a program for conformity with a subset of ANSI Standard Fortran. Both individual program units and inter-unit
communication, including use of common blocks, are checked. The language subset is sub-Standard only in a few areas: a common block may be
initialized in at most one BLOCK DATA subprogram, a function may not
change its arguments, the order of statements within a subprogram and the
order of variables within a common block are rnor e restricted,
at most one
character may be stored in a storage unit and characters may be stored
only in integers, a common block name may not be also a variable name
and extended ranges of DO-loops are not allowed. The pr?gram is itself
written in this subset and hence is easily transferable.
Ryder quotes a processing time of 20 lines per second, presumably on a 370/165, so the program is not particularly fast.
A number of compilers, often as an option, flag statements which do not
syntactically conform to the Standard but few make the neces sary checks
at run time. One compiler (Rohl et al., 1975) claims to implement the Stan-

.
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dard language only.
2.6.4.3

Analyzers

This section includes a number of different programs for analyzing Fortran programs either statically or dynamically or both. The most basic
is the algorithm of Sale (1971) for identifying Fortran statements -. The
most common aids in this group are those which ultimately produce frequency counts for statements as a program is executed; refe rences include Fosdick (1974), Paige and Bens on (1974).' Lyon and Stillman (1975)
and frequency counts are one of the facilities offe red by programs FUS,
RXVP-l and TAP (rc P Software Directory, July, 1975).
These aids typically involve the Fortran program to be. measured having
count statements inserted into it by means of a preprocessor which is often
itself in Fortran. Shaw (1972) has shown that when the preproces SOl' is in
SNOBOL it need be no longer than 200 statements. A variant on frequency
counting is program sequence timing, provided for example by FUS.
Both RXVP-l and STAN (rc r-, 1975) claim to perform extensive (structural, syntactical and semantic) static analyses oriented to improving the
quality and reliability of Fortran programs. From its summary description
it is impossible to tell what RXVP-l does. STAN makes a number of intersubprogram checks which a compiler cannot do and it reports on possible
use of a variable before it has been assigned; a number of intra-subprogram
tests and reports are also made. Neither program summary mentions the
ANSI Standard.
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One of the most basic analyses that is required is a c ros s - refe rence listing of variables, showing in which statements they are used, and of labels,
showing where they are defined and where referenced. Some compilers
provide this information as an option and seve ral utilities are available to
perform the same function, e. g. FORTREF, STAN, XREFIV (rc r-, 1975);
see also section 2. 6.4.6. This type of information is especially useful for
independent validation or maintenance as well as for debugging a program.
The same qualification could be made for path analysis, which involves the
static analysis of all possible paths through a program and examines variable usage along each path. It is immediately seen for example if a variable
is defined and never used or if one is defined and then redefined before use both instances possibly indicating logical weaknesses. A program for path
analysis, DAVE, is des c ribed by Fosdick and Oste rweil (1976); s orne preliminary work is in Fosdick and Osterweil (1974).

I
The intra-subprogram
structure of a program is analyzed by the Fortranto-Fortran optimizing compiler of Schneck and Angel (1973). The analysis
is of course an essential preliminary to code optimization. This feature
too could be a useful aid to validation or rna irrte na nce but the prime objective of the program puts it more logically in section 2.6.4.4.2
where it is
discussed in more detail.
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The inter-subprogram
structure of a program is analyzed by a program
of Murison (1974) which, knowing the calls made by each subprogram
and the subprograms -'lengths, can produce a variety of possible overlay
structures to meet c z-i.te r ia specified by the user. The anaiysis part is
an independent program with input in character form. The user will typically wish to use a preliminary program to extract subprogram calls and
lengths from an existing load module; such a program exists for the
IBM 360/370. There is of course no restriction on the language in which
the various subprograms are written.
Attention is also drawn to the work of Reifer (1975) which describes twenty automated tools for reliability and that of Ramamoorthy and Ho (1974)
and Ramamoorthy, Cheung and Kim (1974). These are samples of the growing number of papers on the related subject of program' reliability.
\
2.6.4.4
2.6.4.4.1

Preprocessors
Introduction

Two groups of general purpose preprocessors
are readily identifiable macroprocessors
and structured Fortran preprocessors;
the r ema.inder
defy classification. There exist a number of well-known packages, for
example in the fields of simulation and of civil enginee ring, which involve
the translation of an extended Fortran to Fortran as part of their operation
but as they are oriented towards a particular application and the Fortran
they produce is rarely the concern of the user,they are not considered further.
2.6.4.4.2
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Miscellaneous

Preprocessors

The Fortran-to-Fortran
optimizing compiler of Schneck and Angel (1973)
makes optimizations which are familiar in the context of conventional Fortran compilation such as elimination of dead variables, of c orrirrion subexpressions and of redundant variable definitions, removal from DO-loops
of fixed expres sions , replacement of division by rnulti pl.icat.ion and so on.
It thus provides certain automatic optimization facilities independent of any
system-bound compiler, but more importantly it analyzes the structure and
flow within each program unit and it can rearrange the statements to match
this; this can be a powerful tool for investigating a program. Inevitably the
new variables generated by the program have meaningless names and if
the output is to be retained it may be preferable to replace them for example by using a context editor Or by using one of the utilities described
in section 2.6.4.6.
Two preprocessors
in the literature are concerned with the layout of variables in large programs. Winske (1975) des cribes a preprocessor to
dimension arrays and Ghan (1971) discusses CEE (Common Equivalence
Builder) which will pack variables nominated in command statements into
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common blocks and produce the appropriate equivalence and dimension
statements and a variable dictionary. Papakonstantinou (1975) discusses
a preprocessor
for recursive Fortran.
Warburton (1976) has a preproces SOl' SHORTRAN, intended for use at
keyboard te rminals, which accepts free form input with all Fortran keywords replaced by one or two letters and which sets up Fortran statements
in the standard form.
A preprocessor
specifically intended to aid portability is that which will
form part of the PFortran system; the distinguishing characteristic of
this system is the use of run-time utility functions and it is therefore described in section 2.6.4.7.
2.6.4.4.3

Macroprocessors

The use of macros "is well established in assembler languages but macroprocessors for Fortran, while well used in certain areas such as tailoring
a program for a particular environment, seem not to have attracted the
attention of the average Fortran programmer.
There are now also available completely language-independent macroprocessors and those intended for other languages, e. g. the IBM 370 PL/I
preprocessor,
have been used for Fortran. Mac r opr oces s or s have obvious
applications for portability as a suitably written macro program can, within limits, be designed to generate a required numerical precision for a
given computer, a required number of characters per word, given siz es
for array lengths and even appropriate machine -dependent statements.
This is tending towards the master source/composite
file concepts which
are described below (section 2.7.3).
Some of the potential uses have been
eroded by the introduction of such Fortran facilities as PARAMETER,
IMPLICIT and generic functions, the introduction of simple macro facilities in compilers (e. g. INCLUDE on the Univac 1100) and the rnor e general
a vailability of context edito r s ,
Fortran macroprocessors
and Das enbr ock (1974).
2.6.4.4.4

Structured

include those by Macleod (1970,1971),

Fortran

Day (1971)-

Preprocessors

The form of this report demonstrates one of the disadvantages of structured
programming viz, that the level at which an item is described is not related to its importance. Another disadvantage, at least at present, is that the
Fortran output from preproces sor s is c rude and opaque. This is remarked
by Kernighan (1975) and is the author"s own experience with SHELTRAN.
For example SHELTRAN produced the following not untypical sequence at
the start of a main program:

. ..
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15000 CONTINUE
IF(. NOT. (
- • TRUE.
-)) GO TO 15001
GO TO 10003
10002 STOP
10003 CONTINUE
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It is understandable that to tidy up such code would not in general be
worthwhile but if such programs ever need to be read by humans the
tidying should be possible as an option. (It may be remarked that a well\
known optimizing compiler did not optirn i ze the .NOT •• TRUE. but it did
optimize a subsequent. NOT.• NOT. generated by SHELTRAN and it did
reconstruct a WHILE -loop which had been demolished by the preprocessor).
Some advocates of top-down programming have argued that unstructured
coding is logical spaghetti and seem to imply that even computer hardware
finds this more inefficient to process. If this is indeed so it will have a
hard time with structured Fortran. Another remark of Kernighan"'s, that
it is difficult to relate input to output does not apply to SHELTRAN whose
authors have been to some trouble to define the vagaries of statement
numbering of certain compilers.
Of course, if the output statements are
rearranged in any way identification becomes much more difficult.
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A further disadvantage and one unfamiliar to Fortran programmers
is
that a single syntactic error, such as the rn i s punching of an ENDIF or
equivalent, often stops the useful production of diagnostics and starts a
sequence of spurious error messages.
There is no unanimity on the question of whether the preprocessor
should detect "pu r e " Fortran errors.
This
is clearly desirable from the programmer"'s point of view, especially where
the output is not easily related to the input, but it puts an extra burden on
the preprocessor
and given the changing status of some compilers it would
be impossible to giaa r-ante e error-free
output without withdrawing some of
the facilities in the Fortran. Further, the translation of structured to ordinary Fortran is in principle machine -independent and a number of preprocessors have been implemented on several different systems (cf. Kernighan).
It remains to be seen how the above disadvantages and the most obvious
one of requiring an extra stage in processing, moreover a stage which destroys information useful to a compiler, balance with the potential advantages in designing, writing, debugging, validating and maintaining programs.
That these preprocessors
are attracting much attention is shown by the list
in Appendix A. It is to be hoped that the syntaxes of the new control statements, at least for the production preprocessors,
converge rather than diverge but it is still possible that many of them may be made redundant by
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the incorporation of structured control statements into the new Standard,
or failing that, into the compilers which implement the new Standard.
2.6.4.

5 Debugging Aids

The most striking feature about most commercially available debugging
aids, and some of those described in publications, is that most or all of
their features have been available for years in commonly implemented systems, especially in universities.
Some do not even m.eet the basic requirement that a pr ograrnrn e r be addressed at the level at which he addressed
the compute r; there is no excus e, no need at least on a large system, for
a Fortran pr ogr arnrne r to be given an octal or a hexadecimal dump to
decipher.
\
..

For Fortran work in batch mode general requirements appear to be:
selective trace of variable assignments, branches and subroutine calls
and, at a normal Or abnormal termination or whenever requested, a dump
of variable names and values at that level and at intermediate levels back
to the main program. Further, checks need to be made on the use of unassigned variables. From here it is a short step to having frequency counts
of the execution of all statements (section 2.6.4.3).
In interactive mode the above facilities are needed but there are further
pos sibilities for setting breakpoints and for alte ring the values of variables
and for altering code when control reaches a breakpoint or an abnormal
termination. The ability to change code in this way does not necessarily
lead to a well-structured
program.
In view of the tenuous connection between portability and debuggi;ng aids
and of the very wide variation in the details of the facilities offered as
standard by manufacturers and by independent suppliers it is not proposed
to dis cus s them here; the only tool offe ring significantly different features
from those already outlined is the reversible execution in PLil of Zelkowitz (1973). Poole (1973) and Satterthwaite (1972) have produced general
papers and Brown and Sampson (1973) devote a chapter to the subject.
2.6.4. 6 Documentation Aids
Utilities which are offered as documentation aids fall into two groups those concerned with locating and reporting on usage of variables, labels
etc. and those which draw flowcharts, possibly printing variable cross
reference lists as well. Both groups have two further subgroups according
as the utility is passive, i. e. it accepts the program as given, or active,
i. e. it alters the program to make it more readable.
The first group contains programs such as COMFORT, DOCUM, FORDOC,
FORTREDIT, FORTREF, FXREF, XREFIV (rcr-, 1975), DCE 263 (NEA
Program Library no. 327), that described by Merrill (1974) and numerous

'.
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programs named RENUMBER Or RENBR, one of which is in the SHARE
Program Library (no. 360D-99. 0.009). The principal concern is with
statement numbers: the passive prograrns report where labels are defined
and referenced and the active programs renumber the labels into ascending order. Otherwise the functions vary but include SOme of the following:
- rename variables
- report where variables
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- rename subprograms
renumber

and subprogram

references

continuation card numbers

- report location of STOP, RETURN, CALL or other nominated state\ments
report on logical units used
- move all FORMAT statements to the bottom of a program unit
- move all declaration

statements

- tidy array declarations
ments
- delete unused labels,

-,

are used, including type of usage

- reform statements

to the top of a program unit

between DIMENSION, COMMONand type stateFORMAT statements

and variable

by putting blanks around operators,

declarations
etc.

- insert comment statements
- indent DO-loops
sequence lines in columns 73-80
- make some syntax checks
Both active and passive programs produce reports on the actions they
have taken and report on the form of the final program.
The flowcharting programs produce a flowchart of a Fortran program on
a line printer Or on a graph plotter or similar device and often produce
some of the reports mentioned above. Programs in this class include
AUTOFLOW, FLOWGEN/F, FORFLO, FORTPAK and QUICKDRAW
(ICP, 1975) and FFL (Hirose et al., 1974).
It may be remarked that one of the most notorious programming aids ever
to appear in Britain was a flowcharting program for Fortran: it deleted
any statement in the input program which it deemed to be non-standard and
proceeded to draw a chart of the remainder. Often more than half the program was lost. It was quickly withdrawn from the market.
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2.6.4. 7 Extensions to Fortran
Extensions to Fortran is taken in this context to mean uri Lity programs
which duplicate facilities already in some manufacturers" Fortrans, such
as free -format input-output, or which provide facilities which may be
considered natural language extensions, such as string handling. In as
much as some of these programs enable facilities to be matched across
different systems, it may be said that they aid transferability but as the
statement syntax is likely to be different from machine to machine, it
could not be recommended that, say, free format input-output be included in a program intended to be portable. It is' more useful to consider the
utility programs which are offered in program libraries and described in
the lite rature simply as an indication of the deficiencies . of Fortran. This
\
section also includes a summary of an integrated run-time package explicitly aimed at portability.
It appears that free -format input-output, the ability to reread an input
record with a different format and the ability to use a format for binarycharacter conversion and vice versa, within a program, are three of the
most-felt wants. All of these facilities are proposed for inclusion in the
new Standard although the rereading would have to be done by first copying
a record from an input file to a character file. Other popular utilities include allowing Fortran programs to acces s file -handling functions normally
available only at the assembler language level. These, of course, can increase the efficiency of a program at the expense of portability.

It

I
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There are a number of character and string handling routines available.
Again, many of these utilities will be made obsolescent by the new standard
but variable-length string handling will not be directly catered for.
References to some of these packages are given in section 2.6.3; 3 and references to commercially available ones are in rep (1975); that of Reynolds
attracts special attention as a package successfully implemented on several
different computers. Multilength arithmetic is also mentioned in section
2.6.3.3;
there are no propos aIs in the new standard to change Fortran in
this area.
Other commonly supplied subroutines, such as those for sorting, are less
likely to be thought a natural extension of a language and others allowing a
Fortran program to access operating system functions are inimical to portability. There are even functions to allow a Fortran program to access a
single hardware instruction, such as those to copy Or compare arrays;
these indicate scope for compiler optimization.
The use of run-time utilities is an essential part of the PFortran system
proposed by Whitten and deMaine (1975). This consists of an extended
Fortran dialect, PFortran, in which it will be pos sible to write programs
which are machine and configuration independent. A program written in
the extended language will be first trans 1ated to a Fortran dialect which is
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the common subset of the Fortrans on seven major c orrrput e r-s , (The paper
us es the word PFortran to des c ribe both the input and output for this translation proces s as well as to des c ribe the run-time system, which is rathe r
confusing, and it claims incorrectly that the ccrnrnon subs.et is a proper
superset of the ANSI standard. ) It is proposed to allow not only the normal
Fortran storage unit but also a generalized data unit, the kernel, which
may be an arbitrary numbe r of words Or bytes long, or alte rnatively may
be shorter than a byte or word. Bit types would also be supported within
kernels. As well as ordinary arrays of word s and kernels the system WOUld.
support extended arrays, possibly larger than the primary storage available to the program, which would be paged in and out by the PFortran systern. Using these facilities, it would be possible for the programmer to
nominate the numerical precision desired for each variable and constant
separately. Data manipulation and arithmetic that could not be handled by
ordinary Fortran language facilities would be performed by the utility rOutines.
The run-time support package would need to be informed of the available
storage and peripheral devices and various other environmental matters at
the start of execution of a program. It is propos ed that all input and output
be performed by utility functions rather than by Fortran itself. An error
recovery facility is proposed but it is not clear whether PFortran would attempt to capture control after an interrupt normally processed by the Fortran run-time system or by the ope rating system.
The preliminary run-times quoted by the authors are quite encouraging; it
will be inte resting to see if the whole system is viable. It will also be interesting to see if. the input-output control package can "be used to assign
s pace in ••••. a box, shelf, room or building" (p. ~19), a tas k which has
defeated many computing centre managements.
2.6.4.8
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Translators

Source translatqrs have had a long and honourable history in processing
Fortran code since the days of SIFT -Fortran II to IV - (Allen et a l,.; 1963).
There have been translators into Fortran, for example from ALTAC, itself
really a Fortran dialect (Olsen, 1965), from BASIC (Bevan, 1975) and from
EMA (Aitken, 1970) and there have been translators from Fortran, for example to Algol 60 (Pullin, 1964) and to PL/I (IBM). The re has even been
a Fortran IV to II translator.
The Schneck-Angel optimizer could be termed a translator.
Source translators have also been found useful in other
languages (e. g. McEwan, 1967; Hopgood and Bell, 1967; Bommas, 1968;
ICP, 1975, pp 119-126).
Current inte rest is in programs which conve rt code between dialects of
Fortran or between a dialect and the ANSI Standard language. Such program$ have obvious uses for portability but tend to be actually acquired

. ..
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and us ed more when an installation
is about to change its machine.
Beckman (1976) describes
a CDC to IBM_translator
and IBM themselves
have a program product which is claimed to convert many dialects of
other manufacturers
to IBM 360/370 converrti.oris , Jones and Taylor (1973)
describe
a program which converts
certain Univac lIDO-dependent
statements to ANSI form and the ASA Fortra_n Translator
of Becker (rc r-, 1975)
c onve rts non-standard
statements
of "vi,rtually-all
Fortran
II through
Fortran
V compilers II to ANSI F'or t r ari;

II

Translators
have generally worked by aiming to. convert the bulk of the
code accurately
and drawing the p ro gra.mrne r s " attention to items they
could not cope with. It is impossible,
at the present state of the art, to
believe that a translator
could successfully
convert every program in a
dialect to standard form. Apart from concepts not in the Standard,
such
as direct-access
files and assignment
to an arbitrary
subfield of arwo r d
on the Univac 1100, and problems with syntactically
identical extensions
having different semantics
on different systems
(v. Muxworthy,
1970), even
the use of quite simple extensions
m.ay require non-trivial
conversion,
e. g.
some uses of ENTRY, or a statement
s uc h as: WRITE(3) (X(L(I)),I=l,N)
especially
if N is large.

I
Translators
tend to be expensive to w r ite , to rent or
likely that an installation
will have th em available for
sending or receiving programs
from other ,machines.
as translators
offer a good short term solution to the
portability
problem.
2.6.4.9

Compiler

to buy and it is not
occasional
use for
This is unfortunate
dialect aspects of the

Teste rs

Compiler
testers
are not in the same class of Fortran
software tciol as the
above and are included only for completeness.
The U. S. Navy set, subsequently taken over by the U. S. Federal
COBOL Testing Service,
consisted
of some 90 short Fortran
programs
wi th data, and running them demonstrated whether a system compiled and executed co r r e ct ly in the sense of
the 1966 American
standard.
While such a test can not be a complete one,
it can show up odd errors 'in compilers.
For example on one system a
statement
which fortunately
is unlikely to Occur in practice,
1=1.6, was
found to be compiled as 1=2, and some abstruse
errors
were found even
in systems
which had been in service for several years.
These programs
have now been superseded
by a set of 116 programs
from
the U. S. National Bureau of Standards
(Holberton and Parker,
1974); the
same set is also available in the form of 14 programs
for use on larger
systems.
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2. 7 Multi-Machine
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2.7.1
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Software

and Distribution

Introduction

This section discusses
portability
from the point of view of the software
distributor
or the program library.
Most libraries
act 'as a depository
for programs.
The programs
may be maintained
on a nurnbe r of nominated computer systems but, if the library is large, the ability to supply
any program adapted ready for any computer would require more human
and computer resources
than could be c cono rrii ca l ly justifiable.
This is
of course why most of the programs
for sale Or rent in the Iep Software
Directory
(19,75) specify a list of systems on which they will work. In
recent years the idea of multi-machine
software based on a single master
source file, has gained ground as a tool particularly
for distributors
of
subroutine
packages and this is discussed
in section 2.7.3.
Program
libraries per se are outside the scope of this report and section 2.7.2 draws
attention to references.
2.7.2

Software

Distribution

The SHARE program library has been well known for over 15 years and
there are now a large number of libraries
maintained by computer manufacturers
and their user groups, industry,
universities,
disciplinary
user
groups,
research
institutes,
government departments
and professional
societies.
Schiffman (1974) gives an ove rvi ew of libraries
and program
distribution
in North America and Mongini-Tamagnini
and Gaggero (1974)
desc ribe corresponding
activities
in Europe.
Langenhede r (1976) des c ribes
available libraries
from the point of view of the user.
The shipping and
subsequent maintenance
of software are covered in some detail by Waite
(1975) and the paper by Zeckendorf (1973) on character
s e t s a c t s as a reminder of additional problems in Europe.
t

2.7.3

I

- I

Master

Source

Files

The basic concept of the master source or composite file is that Fortran
code explicitly tailored for a number of different systems is held in a single
file and that a program for a particular
computer may be selected from the
master file by a preprocessor.
This system has the advantage that maintenance of multiple versions is much simplified and also, when many ve r
sions are held together,
it is relatively
easy to identify and eliminate differences which are not essential,
thereby tending towards more portable
software.
>
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This system tends to have been used most in the context of subroutine
packages for numerical
mathematics,
where the main problems are to do with
numerical
precision
and dialect variation,
but it has also been used for
single very large programs
such as P-STAT (Buhler.
1975). thus also
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coping successfully with variations in num.ber of characters per word,
file -handling facilities and primary storage sizes. Buhle r gives examples
of statements which caused particular problems on particular computers
and also describes how other differences such as those in overlay systems
we re deaIt with.
The actual form of composite file varies from implementation to i.mplementation. Some systems use command statements intermingled with
lines of code so that the whole file looks rather like a Fortran program
with additional lines which are not compiIable , Othe r s embed the command statements and variant statements as Fortran comments so that the
master file is compilab le , Others again use replacement techniques so
that for example &SINmay be expanded to SIN or to DSIN.
Baron, Schiffman and Fenves (1974) describe a whole set of s oftwa r e
designed to enable programs to be submitted, checked for Standard-conformity, put in a master file and subsequently extracted and "customized".
Other recent papers discussing some aspects of master files are Krogh
(1972), Boyle and Dritz (1974), Ford et al. (1974), Taylor (1974), Hague
and Ford (1976) and Schonfelder (1976).
An interesting study has been conducted by NAG (Numerical Algorithms
Group) at Oxford who use a master source system for mathematical software on a large number of different computers (cf. Ford et a l,.; 1974).
They have supplied Fortran source code to 'programmers using the various
computers, have noted the changes to the software made on implementation
and have attempted to classify the reasons for the changes. A surprisingly
large number of different reasons occur, as do a disturbingly large number of changes for no apparent reason. Changes made for reasons of efficiency were generally made without balancing the gain received against
the cost of .ma.ki.ngthe change. The results of this study have not yet been
published.
2.8 Discussion
The conventions and software tools outlined above are only aids to the programmer. Each of them addresses only a part of the portability whole and
it is the responsibility of the programmer to use the aids intelligently and
to write the final program. The overriding need in the production of a program intended to be portable is the desire of the programmer that it be so.
Although legibility and portability of programs are independent attributes
legibility is generally considered to be a desirable characteristic
of a portable program and is the lowest level of condition mentioned above (section 2.6.2.2).
Legibility should not simply imply cosmetic treatment of
statements but should imply a well-designed, logically structured program
using good, efficient coding techniques. There is remarkable unanimity in
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the various published sets of conventions and advice 011 techniques arid
the differences
between thc m tend to be c om pl c rn cntu ry ra th c r than contradictory.
P'ro gr-arns written in accordance
with thes e rules are erninently readable; SOl1.1.e
of the best cxa m pl c s are published iLl.lhe algorithm.s
section of j ou r na l s or in journals such as COD1.putCrPhysics COl11.D1.unications. The main c r i.ti c is ms that c a.n he made of the published conventions
are firstly that SOI1.1.e
of them do not go far enough and a irn a t a s upc r Ii c ia l
legibility with little regard for structure
Or fo lO portability,
and secondly
that some of them seek to restrict
unduly the pro grn m m or rs style. The
latte l' may have Iim it c d validity but l1.1.USt
be doomed to failure gene rally.
There are a variety of good programming
s ty Ic s just as there are a variety
of good literary
styles and the imposition
of arbitrary
restrictions
on creative programmers
is likely to be counter-productive.

I

I
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I

I
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It should be emphasized
that these convc nt io ns are simply conventions:
they cannot be enforced mechanically
and need the active cognizance and
cooperation
of p ro grarnrrie r s to be obeyed. Apart from SOIne cornpanies .
where coders are very strictly
supervised
the nearest approach to enforcement would be in the context of IBM"'s chief prograrnme l' team where a
group of people "walk through" a sequence of code. In Europe at least to
criticize
s orn e one Js coding is analogous to criticizing
his driving and is not
done; indirect criticism
by editors and referees
of journals is acceptable.
The next level of advice published relates
to the dialects of Fortran.
Some
authors advocate the use of the common s ub s ot of generally available Fortrans for writing portable progranls
and a few have gone so far as to document a version of this. This subset is often used in practice with fair success.
It does however suffer from the disadva.ntage that it is ill-defined
(and may even vary with new software releases)
so that there is no sure
way of checking that a program conforms to the subset.
More authors suggest adherence to the ANSI Standard which is relatively
well defined, documented and described
and gives a much firmer foundation on which to build
a portable program.
Moreover it is possible to check mechanically
that a
program
conforms syntactically
to the Standard.
Third in this progression,
it is possible to use a subset of the ANSI Standard language such as that
defined for PFORT. PFORT is the most comprehensive
software tool
available to overcome differences
in dialect and in wordlength so far as the
number of characters
per word is concerned.
Moreover it is a tool which
is not associated
with a particular
computer and is generally available.
However, the portability
is gained at the expense of a slight loss of language facility and a potentially
significant
increase
in run-time
space requirement and execution time if there is much characte r handling.
The problems of wordlength so far as numerical
precision
is concerned
are common to all c ompute r languages and the analysis of floating-point
a rithmetic
forms a well defined subbranch of mathematics.
Pos sibly for
these reasons this topic is not so widely discussed
as it could be in the
context of portability
in general but it naturally
occurs in the lite rature
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of numerical

software .•,

Other spheres such as differences in input-output unit capabilities are
of lesser import with most modern operating systems and there is little
that can be usefully said in detailed terms over such a wide field. Programmers writing portable programs should read at least one of the gene1'0,1 review papers> one of the Fortran
dialect comparisons and some direct implementation experience (such as Buhler) to get a better understanding of the gross and the subtle variations between computer systems
and thus to appreciate what is machine independent and what is not.
Apart from the syntax checker the other main tool of direct relevance to
portability is the translator which offers a quick and accurate solution \to
dialect problems; its disadvantage is usually the cost. Translators tend to
be expensive and a heavy throughput. which is usually ove l' a limited per-iod of time, is necessary to justify their acquisition. Their use for occa=
sional inter-machine transfer is therefore not common and there could be
advantages in the setting up of central translation services.
The final direct tool, strictly for multi-machine rather than for portable
software, is the master SOurce & macroprocessor
system which tends to
be used by cooperative groups, although there is no reason why an individual should not use it.
The bulk of the software aids discussed in section 2.6.4 are not directly
related to portability but help the programmer to gain a better understanding of a program. The rnor e important of the static a.naIy ses are the crossreference listing, some of the tidying facilities, the structural analysis
(e. g. Schneck-Angel) and the path analysis (e. g. DAVE). The more important dynamic analyses are frequency counts and the run-time tests made
by some checking corripile r s such as WATFIV. All these help to indicate
structure, flow of control or observance of the standard. Some of the other
software tools may be useful in limited applications: those which generate
Fortran programs often produce code which is ugly and obscure and a few
of the others are of dubious utility.
The two current major developments in Fortran, the new draft Standard
and structured programming, are more recent than most of the portability.
literature and may make some of it obsolescent. The new Standard and the
corresponding compilers will give a new aspect to the dialect problem;
hopefully variations will not be so strong as in the past. Even if they are
the new Standard marks a significant advance in facilities and programluers
should have less cause to stray outside its limits.
Structured Fortran offers another significant advance in facilities which
mayor may not be included in the new Standard. If they are, Fortran will
be strengthened in its current position; if they are not, there seems likely
to be a period of increasing use of structured Fortran preprocessors which
could aid portability at the Fortran level through incorporation of syntax
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checke rs into the preproces s or s , but which would be chaotic at the level
of structure command syntax.
Two current developments in portability which it will be interesting to
follow are those of Whitten and deMaine, and Dahl s t rarid, To use the railway analogy so often applied to standards, most wor ke r s are content if
trains run throughout most of Europe on one gauge (4 feet 8 1/2 inches,
1435 mm) and have to have bogies changed for Russia (5 feet, 1524 mm) or
Spain (5 feet 6 inches, 1676 rnrn}; Whitten and deMaine would have all trains
equipped v-i.th multiple wheels to run on any track, Dahlstrand would have
all countries adopt the same gauge and would widen tunnels and clearances
as neces sary. (Rus s ia ts railways were delibe rately made diffe rent for defence reasons)
2.9 Conclusions
There is a widespread desire for programs to be portable for reasons of
cost and general efficiency and there has been increased awareness of
. this particularly in the past three years •. With real systems, portability
in all aspects is something to be approached rathe r than achieved and this
possibly explains the paucity of r elevarrt software tools. A literature has
grown in recent years but this too, while it contains much useful advice,
can offer no guarantee of suc ce s s. Given the wide range of environments
in which a program may have to operate, portability is more a skill than
a science. Its best exponent is an intelligent informed programmer.
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3. PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION

II

3. 1 Ove rview of Documentation
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Ii

Paradigms

II
I
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I
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The literature
of program docurnentation
is remarkable,
fir s'tly because
it contains an Arrie r ica.n Standard which cannot possibly be enforced.and
secondly because published reviews have almost invariably
been censor i.ous , Publications
on documentation
are relatively
recent,
first appearing not long before those on portability;
Gray an.d London (1969) was desc ribed as the first book c ornrn e rcially published devoted to documentation.
Gray and London gave a full set of guidelines,
with examples,
for analytic,
system,
program,
operational,
user and management
documentation.
\
This work was followed by Walsh (1969), Kuehne et ale (1972), van Duyn
(1972), NCC (1972 and 1973) and Robinson and Graviss (1973). The American Standard (sponsored
by the American
Nuclear Society) appeared in 1974.
It addresses
itself to the program abstract,
user manual,
problem definition and p r og rarnrne r manual but it is only a five page checklist
of headings,
some of v:hich are cryptic in the extreme,
e. g. discuss any man-machine
inte ractions,
so that while it provides useful guidelines,
most junior programmers
would have to be referred
to one of the more complete guides,
perhaps the NCC ones, Or to one of the many local standards
in us e at installations,
or to the semi-public
models of program
libraries
or journals
which publish programs.
Ove rview pape rs include those by Flores (1972), Goos (1973), Brown (1974b)
Sheaks (1974) and Harper (1975); that of Goos is highly recommended.
Case
study papers include Katzenelson
(1971) and Henrywood (1973).
All the above papers tend to concentrate
on documentation
about the program without necessarily
affecting the program.
Robe r t s (1969) and Banks
e t a1. (1972a) begin from comments in the program building up to separate
user documents.
Roberts outlines possibilities
of automatic
documentation
of programs;
while some of the program
documentation
aids (section
2.6.4.6)
have proved useful, a software tool cannot get more information
out of a source program than the programmer
put in and for this reason
experience
with them has been generally
disappointing.
3.2 Discussion
C ri ti c i.sm of the published guidelines has not been because they are misleading, Or offer contradictory
or controversial
advice, but more because
they omit some fields, e. g. fail to recognize the introductory
guide/ refercnce manual distinction
for users,
because they are biased to particular
applications,
because they are too obvious and underestimate
the reader
Or simply because they are too verbose.
Without making a detailed comparison it is not possible to come to any conclusion;
the American
Standard
is at least succinct and reasonably
comprehensive.
1
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Fortran
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It does not claim to be exhaustive.
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MORTRAN-I
MORTRAN-2
MORTRAN-X

A. J. Cook
A. J. Cook
R. H. Ault

MTUFP

J. Lowther

NSF-TRAN
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PMDS

D.J.
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Carleton University, Ottawa
University of Southern California, Marina del Rey
University of Wisconsin,
Madison
General Research Corp.,
Santa Ba rba ra
Jet Propuls ion La.b, , Pasadena
Bowling Green State Uni v;., Ohir
Intermetrics
Inc , , Cambridge,
Mass.
Stanford LAC, Stanford

Miller
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University

11

11

of Utah, Salt Lake
City
Michigan Tech. University,
Boughton
Temple University, Philadelphia
Aerospace Co r p; , Los Angeles
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Sperry Univac, St. Paul
Bell Labs., Holmdel, NJ
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Mitsubishi, Tokyo
Johns Hopkins University,
Silver Spring, MD
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Lawrence Laboratory,
Livermore, CAConcordia University, Montreal
MIT, Cambridge, MA
Pontificia Univ. Catolico,
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University of Southwestern
Louisiana, Lafayette
Stanford LAC, Stanford
She 11Inte rnational Petroleum,
London
Unive rs ity of Stuttgart
RCA, Moorestown, NJ
Unive rs ity of Southern California, Los Angeles
IBM, Westlake Village, CA
T RW, Redondo Beach, CA
Boeing Com.puter Services,
Renton, WA
On-line Systems Inc; , Pittsburgh
University of Michigan, Ann Arbc
National Bureau of Standards,
Washington
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn
C.N.E.N.,
Bologna
C. S. A. T. A., Bari
Uppsala Urii ve r s i.ty
Caine, Farber & Gordon Inc.,
Pasadena
College of William and Mary,
Williamsburg,
VA
Boeing Computer Services,
Renton, WA
Volvo, 'Tr olIhat tan , Sweden
University of Waterloo, Ontario
Hungarian Academy of Science,
Budapest
Michigan Tech. Unive rsity,
Houghton
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The list contains 67 items.
The geographical distribution is:
USA 51 (incl. California 21),
Canada 5,
Britain 2,
Italy 2,
Japan 2,
Sweden 2,
Brazil 1,
Germany 1,
Hungary 1•
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OVERVIEW OF SOFTWARE TOOLS MENTIONED
Section

Function

2.6.4.2
2.6.4.3

Syntax checkers
Statement identifier
Frequency counters
Structure analyser
Path ana1ys er
Program linkage analyser
(plus several undefined checkers)
Special purpos e pr epr oces sor s
Fortran-to-Fortran
optimizer
Preprocessor
to dimension arrays
II
II allocate
common blocks
II
for recursive Fortran
II
to all abbr~viations of keywords
Ma c ro p roc e s s o r.s
Structured Fortran preproces so r-s
Debugging aids
Source concordance programs
Source tidying programs
Flowcharting programs
Utilities
Character-handling
routines
Fortran II to IV translators
Fortran dialect-to-dialect
translators
Fortran dialect-to-standard
translators
Fortran-to-other language trans lators
Other language-to-Fortran translators
Other language translators
Compiler testers

2.6.4.4. 1
2.6.4.4.2

2.6.4.4.3
2~6.4.4.4
2.6.4.5
2.6.4.6

2.6.4.7

2.6.4.9
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